ACROSS
1  Wizard and Binary Star
6  14th State
7  Dix-huit Over Kyu
8  Fluffy Pink Copycat
9  Riot Band
13  Leader of the Pack
14  Flying Toaster Huntress
19  19 Across? Where?
21  Serene Ambassador
22  Storm Performer
24  Sin
25  (1 + sqrt(5)) / 2

DOWN
2  Between Atlanta and Athens
3  Fat Singer
4  Shares a Voice with Tidus
5  Follows 13 Across
10  Transylvanian Concubine Artist
11  Fa Daughter Alias
12  Megalon Rival
15  Mother Eight
16  Penultimate Calm Bringer
17  Island of Dreams
18  Children of the Xel’Naga
20  "Go Stick Your Head In A Pig"
23  0x9A divided by 12*
26  Flirtatious DS Kunoichi
28  Katina Nickname
29  Number 175
31  "China, Brazil, India, Japan, Spain, __________, USA, USSR"
33  Distant 2015 Destination
36  Star Player
38  Ring Sum
39  Saturn : Titan :: Neptune : 39 Down
41  Color of Destiny
42  Big Composer of Small Fugue

27  Extreme Decapede
30  First Roll of Combat
32  Lesbian Poet
34  Lion War Location
35  Says Meow
37  Answer to Life, the Universe, and Everything
40  Pre-Brawl Utterance
43  Throw One or Sew One
44  Courage Goddess
45  Pink : Purple :: 26 Down : 45 Across